
  MEDITATIONS ON THE TRUE CHRISTIAN LIFE

        ...."This book of the law [the Word of God] shall not depart from [always be in] your
mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful [take heed] to do
according to all that is written in it; for THEN you will make your way prosperous, and THEN
you will have success".... Joshua 1:8 NASB

                                                         March 6th

NATURAL MAN'S FAITH

[conclusion]

The seeking philosopher finds only himself, for he is seeking in himself. He can't seek
outside of himself. The natural man cannot find or know aught but himself.

The philosopher is a psychical, mental man. Psycho-analysis is but discovering oneself.
He has not discovered the real self, for he can't find that. The real self is a spirit. The only self he
has discovered is the mental self that has derived all his knowledge from the five senses. When
one searches in his inner self, he only finds what he has already built there or else someone else
has built. Philosophy is a total failure in seeking the solution of the human problem.
Psychologists have called our human spirit, "a subconscious mind," for this searcher in his own
self-consciousness, has discovered that there is something besides the reasoning faculties.

He can't find it nor diagnose it, so he calls it "a sub-conscious mind." It is his spirit. That
is not the right way of expressing it. It is himself, his spirit, that the reasoning faculties cannot
find or understand even if they found it. When that spirit receives the Nature of God and gains
the ascendancy over the reasoning faculties that get their impulses from the senses, then man can
study psychology and get to know himself in Reality. There is room for a new psychology, but it
will not be called psychology - it would be Spiritology.

It is knowledge of the activities and operations of the recreated human spirit in its relation
to the renewed mind.


